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Abstract

A modified regula falsi rrethod, for solving a nonlinear equation of a eingle variabie,
based orr applying another linear iuterpolation as corrector without any addition of
flrnction evaluations is presented in this paper. The method is kRowrr as predictor
colrector method. ?he method has been tested in series of published examples. Tlie
numerical results show that the new method is very effective.
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1 Introduction

We consider an iterative method lbr computing approximate solutions of a nonlinear equa-
tion

./(r) : o, (1)

where / is a real value continuous funetion on lo, Dl C lR. Suppose /(r) : 0 has a simple
root in [4, b]. Classical regula falsi method, (see [1]) find a simple root of the nonlinear
equation (1) by repeated linear interpolation between the current breaking interval estima*
tes. This method is attractive since coavergence to a root of (1) is guaranteed. There is a
distinct short coming, however, one endpoint is retained step after step, whenever a concave
or corlr/ex region of f {r) has been reached. $everal modified regula fa}si methods had been
introduced to overcome these weaknesses. In l2j, Doweil and Jarratt showed that a mo-
dification of this method, Illinois method, was superior to several other common methods
(bisection, regula falsi, regula falsi * bisection). In [3], ihe same authors described an alter-
native modification, the Pegasus method, with superior asymptotic convergence properties.
Anderson and Bjdrk {4] used a quadratic interpolation in stead of a scaling linear interpo-
Iation to improve the regula falsi method. Naghipoor at. al. [5] used a predictor corrector
strategy to improve the regula falsi method, using the regula falsi method as a predictor and
theirs proposed method as a corrector. In this paper we give another modification of the
regula falsi based on applying another linear interpolation as a correctar and incorporating
the Pegasus method strategy, In the third section we give the numerical examples in which
we compare the proposed rnethod with the regula falsi, lllinois and Pegasus rnethods in the
same precision.
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2 Proposed Method
Suppose that [4, bj is an initial intervai that the nonlinear equation (1] has a simple root,
a, in it. We apply the classical regula falsi method by applylng a linear interpolation from
(o, f(")) to (b,/(b)), that is

y*f{a)_/(r)-/(o)
fr*a b-a

and setting g: 0 and s : c to obtain

_ a,f (b) - b/(o)c=ffi' (3)

Then we apply the other linear interpolation between (o,l(b)) and (&, /(a)), that is

Y * f!b) : f{q) f{b}
. r-a b-a

and setting y = 0 and n: d,, we obtain

, bf (b) - af (a)
,t:-* 

/(b) - f(a)

Step 3: If. c < d,

it f{a)f{c) < 0 set b = c, and n, = c
else if ftblf{d) ( 0 set o = d and *i: d

etse ser &: c, f (b) : ##rt* and u; = c,,

elseifc>d
if f(a)/(A) < 0, set b = d and si = d
else if /(0)/(r) ( 0, set o : c and ni: c

else set l = c, ,f(a) = /#Sf} and, r; = s.

elseifc=d
if f {a}f (c) ( 0, set & = c, .f(a): t[H+t* and o;: p

else if /(e)/(c) ( 0, set & = c, /(b) = ###tlu"a ri = c
Step 4: if lr;11 - *il < elrt+il or l/(r,;a1)l < e then stop.
Step 5: Set z = i * 1 and go to step 2.

d:'

(2)

t4)

(5)

Now we have three of subintervals, see Figure 1, with three cases.

case 1: If c ( d, we have three subcases. If /(o)/(e) < 0 then b is replaced with c. If
f @t\q < 0 then a is replaeed.with d. Otherwise a is replaced with c and set /(b) :

"i 
(c)/(b)

rGI+TitI',
Case 2: If c > d we have three subcases. If /(a)/{d) < 0 then b is replaced with d. If
f {ilf .@ < 0 then a is repiaeed with c. Otherwise b is replaced with c and set f (o) :
t@)I(b)

jTb:f41T4.

Case 3: If c : d, we have two subcases. If /(o)/(c) < 0 theu h is replaced with c and set

f(o): ffi If f(b)f {c) (0thenoisreplacedwithcaadset/(&) : t$#&
The algorithm.: Modi8ed regula felsi mcthod
Step 1: For a given a, b (initial interval) and e (tolerance).
Step 2: Compute



(b&b)) {a.f{b)}

Figure 1: Geornetric illustratioa di&rent csses of the improved regula falsi method

(b,flb)) &fr$))



3 Numerical Simulations

In this section we will consider the numerical examples and see the number of iterations
that are required for the given accuracy. In all simulation recorded here e was 1 x 10-12
and the maximum number of iterations n was 200. The following stopping criteria is used
for our computer program:
(i) l*r+r * *ul 4 elriall or
(ii) ll(ra-p1)l < r
As we see in the Table 1 that the new modified reguia falsi method is effective and compa-
rable to the regula falsi, Iilinois and Pegasue methods.

Table 1: method
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